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Rethinking and refining crime coverage meant asking ourselves:

What are we focusing on and what can we dive deeper on?



Case study: Wilmington
Team effort to tell these stories: Newsroom size means we can’t pull people off 
their beats for months at a time

Yet with the success we’ve seen, how do we do it consistently?

And how do we get community buy-in to tell these stories or revisit them?

Two focuses: Live crime coverage and cold case coverage



Social justice reporting is a reason new 
subscribers decide to subscribe

Wilmington
'Big Win'

30 orders



Social justice reporting is engaging 
to existing subscribers



Social justice reporting is a topic that has
impact over an extended period



Case study Wilmington

Conversions: 199 orders
Readership: 19,970 sub PVs
Engagement: 5:00+ average engagement 
time
Longtail: 3,280 sub PVs and 27 orders after its 
first 10 days of publication
Publish date: 9/20/22

Narrative, in-depth storytelling

How we reported box accompanied the story

Madison Sparrow



Madison Sparrow

Obituary

Readership: 11,561 PVs
Engagement: 1:49 average engagement time
Other key details: 20% referrals from SEO, 43% 
of readers were anonymous
Publish date: 9/20/22

This was arguably the reason that convinced 
Madison's mother to agree to sit down with us in 
the first place.

What is your metered play?



Emma Cole's story

Three-story package (146 orders total)

Mainbar:

Conversions: 96 orders
Readership: 11,873 sub PVs

Engagement: 6:00+ average 
engagement time
Longtail: 1,300 sub PVs and 11 orders 
after its first 10 days of publication
Publish date: 2/22/22



So, how do we identify these stories in real time?

Live coverage is ripe for follow-up stories, 
both in the immediate hours and days after a 
crime, but also months later, especially as trials 
approach.

Community impact: What are the stories 
readers clearly want or wanted to know more 
about? What resonated?

Where do you start? Reporter Isabel Hughes 
led both our Madison Sparrow and Emma Cole 
packages



Wilmington: Cold cases/big crime stories

The happy sausage maker:
Four-story premium series

Conversions: 49+ total orders

Readership: 28,000+ total sub PVs

Publish dates: Jan. 18, 2021, promoted 
over 4 consecutive days

Two senior reporters worked alongside 
a longtime visual journalist to 
reinterview investigators, revisit crime 
scenes and court documents, and 
provide historical details.



Wilmington: Cold cases/big crime stories

Route 40 Killer:
Five-story premium series

Conversions: 51 total orders

Readership: 23,610 total sub PVs

Publish dates: 5 consecutive days from 
12/14-12/18/20

Consistency does matter. What's your next case to 
dive into? And what's going to keep the readers who 

first came to you for this coverage happy?



Key takeaways

-Choosing the right stories (Think community impact, interest 
and who you're going to reach)

-Investing in this storytelling (Think reporting time, writing 
time and financial costs associated)

-Consider the value-added (What new information can you 
bring to this story? Why are we telling it?)

-Involve all levels of your newsroom (Institutional knowledge 
is not a must, but it sure helps)

-Be willing to be human (Time, patience, coaching involved –
and the toll these stories take)

Got questions? Let's brainstorm:
Brittany Horn

bhorn@delawareonline.com


